
  Related News

 Recovery, Decarbonization, 5G Among Infrastructure Tailwinds
PM Shane Hurst breaks down how the infrastructure universe performed in the third quarter.

 The Long View: The Peak in Peaks
3Q21 Commentary: The future for equities and the economy may not be as gloomy as peak monetary policy suggests.

 Takeover Season in Australia
Global Infrastructure Income 3Q21: Several takeover offers in Australia drove outperformance from the region.

 Underwriting Companies with Pricing Power
Dividend Strategy 3Q21: Our positioning for higher rates was rewarded in the third quarter.

 Oil Prices Signaling Need for More Supply
Energy MLP 3Q21: Recovery in U.S. production volumes should drive growing cash flows for U.S. midstream companies.
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Portfolio Manager Nick Langley shares his views on transitory or structural and inflation and why investors should be focused on
inflation when constructing their portfolios. He also breaks down how real assets differ from general equities and fixed income as
it relates to inflation protection, distinguishes infrastructure from other real assets such as real estate, and explains how climate-
related inflation will affect investors broadly.
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